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Description C is developed in C language based on a set of object-oriented programming. generic
programming and process oriented programming in one programming language is a superset of the
C language. The C Primer Plus (6th edition). the Chinese version is based on the 2003 ISOANSI C
standard. gives a comprehensive overview of the basic concepts and techniques of C by dapper
procedures detailed. and dedicates a chapter describes the C 11 new features. The book is divided
into 18 chapters and 10 appendices. Introduced the C program running. basic data types. complex
data types. loops. and the relationship between expression and character of branch statements and
logical operators. function overloading and function template. the memory model and namespace.
class design and use. and more...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely one of the best ebook I actually have possibly study. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. You can expect to like the way the
author write this book.
-- Josefa Ebert-- Josefa Ebert

Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Timothy Lynch-- Timothy Lynch
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